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Abstract
Quadtree data structure has been used in a number
of applications. However, VLSI embedding of quadtree
based parallel architecture using grid model has not
been studied. This paper studies VLSI embedding of
quadtree using grid model. H-tree layout for binary
tree is extended for trivial quadtree layout, followed by
developing two layout strategies for rectangular grids.
Then, two generic layout styles (standard layout and Xlayout) are proposed for higher order grids (e.g., hexagonal and octagonal grids). Base tile layout patterns are
proposed for area compaction with recursive X-layout.
In each case, layout dimensions and 1/0 bandwidth
are computed. We demonstrate how the two generic
layouts can be mixed to obtain higher 1/0 bandwidth
and estimate the area sacrifice. An improved recursive
layout mixing strategy is proposed.

1 Introduction
The quadtree data structure is extensively used in
representing two dimensional d a t a in applications, e.g.,
image processing, VLSI embedding, graphics. Since its
original inception by Samet [15] quadtree d a t a structure has been used for polygonal decompositions [16],
storage of masks [8] for VLSI layouts, supporting region queries [ll] etc. [lo] addressed the problem of
finding planar tessellations which yield the quadtree
data structure. [13] compares between quadtree and
4-d trees in terms of supporting region queries. Due to
its frequent applicability in 2-dimensional applications
quadtree structure based interconnection networks appear promising. Similar k e n d can be observed with
binary tree, where its popularity led to binary tree architecture development and VLSI embedding. Though
a ternary tree is less popular, its VLSI layout has been
investigated [12]. However, to our knowledge no study
has been made on quadtree embedding on VLSI using
Grid Model.
Geometrical aspects of tree (with branching factors
= t 2and k2-l) layout have been considered in [l].With
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k=2, this result can be used for generating quadtree
layout. However, geometric layouts concern with the
orientations of connecting wires only, unlike g r i d model
which has further restrictions [TI. Similarly, geometric
layouts does not consider issues such as 1) sharing a
channel (edge) by multiple tree edges and consequent
data pipeline overhead, 2) boundary 1 / 0 of the layout. These make VLSI layout using grid model different from the methods proposed in 111.
This paper studies VLSI layout for quadtree based
interconnection networks using Grid Model. We consider full quadtrees only (analogous to full binary tree).
Let a full quadtree (binary tree) of height-k be denoted
as FQTk ( F B T k ) . Quadtree is a degree=5 graph ( d e gree of a graph equals the highest node degree in the
graph) and hence its layout on stfict rectangular grid
(degree=4) is not straight forward. We use the concept of link repetition and/or node bypass 161 to obtain quadtree layout on strict rectangular grid. First,
we demonstrate simple extension of H-tree layout for
binary trees t o obtain quadtree layout. Then we develop two other efficient layout schemes for rectangular
grid model.
For higher order grids (e.g., hexagonal, octagonal)
we propose two generic quadtree layout styles: standard layout and X-layout. The former minimizes area
and 1/0 bandwidth, while the latter maximizes both
these layout attributes. Both allow recursive layout
construction, starting with a base pattern. We propose
base X-layout patterns (i.e., tiles [18,2]) for hexagonal
and octagonal grid models. Layout area, border I/O,
length of longest link, aspect ratio and rate of data
pipelining (due to link repetition) are used to characterize our proposed layout techniques.
One important issue in VLSI layout for trees is its
boundary 1/0 which indicates the number of leaf processing elements (PES or nodes) that have boundary
access in the layout construction. Recent works on binary tree VLSI layout [3,14,17] have focussed on this
issue. We develop quadtree layouts with emphasis on
area-I/O tradeoff. We demonstrate how mixing the
two generic layout styles (i.e., standard-layout and Xlayout) strategies would allow higher I/O-bandwidth at
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Figure 1: Quadtree and its trivial layout from Binary
Tree Layout.
the expense of moderate area sacrifice. We propose a
recursive layout mixing strategy which is more efficient
than existing single stretch layout mixing approaches.
Section 2 introduces quadtree structure and shows
a trivial approach of using H-tree layout (for binary
trees) for quadtree layout. Section 3 proposes two
layout styles using strict rectangular (degree=4) grid
model. Section 4 develops two generic layout styles.
Section 5 uses these two layout styles with hexage
nal and octagonal grids. Section 6 introduces area-1/0
t radeoff for these layouts and develops layout mixing
strategies. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2

Preliminaries

Quadtree is a tree structure with each intermediate
node having four children nodes. A full quadtree of
height k (FQTk) has all its leaf nodes (k-1) distant
froin the root. Fig.la shows a FQT3. Note that the
Related properties
number of nodes in a FQTk is
of quadtree data structure can be found in [15].
Extending Binary Tree Layout for Quadtrees:
Following the generic H-tree pattern (for binary tree
layout), a FBT2k-1 with (2’“-’-1) nodes can be laid
out i n nearly 22k area [9]. If every alternate level (starting with lowest second level) internal nodes in this tree
are considered as a switch, i.e., a forwarding connection, then a FQTk is obtained. Fig.lb shows a FQTz
constructed from FBT3. Fig.lc shows the layout using
H-tree style.
IVe refer to this layout as layoutl. FQTk includes
area
PES. Thus, nodea-mopped
in this trivial layout
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which nearly equals 3. Let Lk,
scheme is =
[vk, Lenk, Ak, Ask and rate denote the length, width,
length of the longest link (indicates the maximum
wire length between any two nodes), area, aspect ratio
and d a t a pipeline overhead of a FQTk layout.
Then the following relationships hold for layoutl.
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Figure 2: Underlying grid patterns used in our layout.
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Rectangular Grid Layout

A popular model for laying out VLSI circuits is to
view the circuit as a bounded degree graph G, where
the nodes correspond to PES and edges to wires. Let
Gd denote the maximum node degree in G. VLSI layout using grid model selects a regular and sufficiently
large grid with degree 2 Gd. The task of laying out
G becomes embedding G onto the grid. A rectangular
grid model is an infinite grid with degree=4, a hexagonal grid with degree=6 and an octagonal grid with
d e g r e e d . Fig.2 shows these grids. We propose layouts using rectangular grid in this section. Following
sections develop layouts using the other two grid patterns. Note that the maximum node degree in FQTk
(=5) is higher than that in a strict rectangular grid
model (=4).
Alleviating node degree relaxatton: Given this degree restriction of rectangular grids, the quadtree layout problem can be approached in two ways: using
embedding with repetztion or with an assumption that
a grid intersection point can simultaneously be a P E
and part of an edge [6]. In the former case, two (or
more) links of the tree are mapped to a single trackpath in the grid. The idea is to share one physical
track by multiple ( p ) logical links (of the tree) in a
time-division multiplexed manner. This introduces a
delay factor, when data pipeline is executed over the
tree structure.
T h e second relaxation approach has been used i n
binary tree layout [6]. The idea is to let PES (mapped
to grid intersection points) perform simultaneously as
a tree-node and a forward-node (as part of a sequence
of edges). We refer to this relaxation as ‘bypass-PES’.
[6] did not introduce any delay factor on account of this
simultaneity requirement of a PE. Along similar lines
our analysis also excludes additional delay factors due
to this task overlap.
3.1

Layout using link repetition

In this approach one physical track in the rectangular grid model maps a t most two edges of the quadtree.
Some edges of the quadtree uniquely map to one physical track, the remaining edges share common track in a
pair-wise manner. Fig.3a shows an example, where PES
marked ‘A’ and ‘B’ share one common track in connect-

Figure 3: Layout scheme in strict rectangular grid
model: a ) base pattern, b) inductive construction, c)
height-3 quadtree layout.
ing to the P E marked ‘E’. In actual implementation
the common track is time multiplexed between these
two logical links. Dotted triangle in Fig.3a indicates
a switch which performs necessary time multiplexing,
i.e., can change the effective connection between two
alternates. Note that two other nodes, marked ‘C’ and
‘D’, have direct and non-overlapped connection to root
node ‘E’.
Fig.3a serves as a base pattern for laying out FQT2.
Fig.3b shows the recursive tree construction pattern.
Every rectangular block denote a FQTk and circular
block denote a single PE as the root node of FQTk+1.
F i g . 3 ~shows sample layout of FQT3. We refer to this
iayout as layout2. Note that double line along an edge
indicate two logical links being mapped. From layout
geometry we obtain the following recurrence equations
(with base case L1 = Wl = 1) as:

For even k, LL: = 2Lk-1,

wk

= 2wk-I

4

b)

C)

Figure 4: Grid model quadtree layout with bypass PES:
a) base pattern, b) inductive construction, c) illustrative FQT3 layout.
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Figure 5: Area-1/0 Tradeoff in Quadtree Layout Design.

+ 1.

e

For odd k , Lk =

l e n k (worst case) x

Solving these recurrence relations we get parameters
for l a y o u t s as:

0

=

Lvk

For odd I C , Lk = 2Lk-1 4- 1, wk = 2wk-1.

2*+1

Ask x l ( 4 ) for k = odd (even), rate = 2

nodesaLzapped

as = 0
= 1.33.
This leads to
( 4 * - 1)/3
Fig.17 summarizes the characteristics of layout3.

0

lenk x

4

-= 0.41 ~2~

A s k x (4/5), rate = 2
This leads to

nodes(iI~appedas =

Mi = 1.66.
5x4* 9

Fig. 17 summarizes the characteristic of l a y o v t z .
3.2

Layout using Bypass PES

In this model a grid intersection point can serve both
as a node of the tree and a link-bypass (similar to the

assumption in [6]). Fig.4a shows the base layout pattern for a height-2 quadtree. Fig.4b shows the inductive construction pattern, where a rectangular block
indicates FQTk and circle indicates the root node for
FQTk.1. Bypass connections are shown using links
passing around the node. F i g . 4 ~shows an example
FQT3 layout. We refer to this layout as layout3. From
the layout geometry (with L1 = W1 = 1) we obtain

Generic Layouts

In this section we propose two generic layout
schemes for higher degree grids. Rationale behind these
two layout styles are as follows. Intuitively, layout area
and boundary 1/0 metrics are orthogonal: minimizing area reduces boundary I/O, maximizing boundary
1 / 0 increases the area. Layout design objective is to
arrive at a tradeoff, with adequate 1/0 support and
moderate area overhead. Fig.5 shows this, where t h e
leftmost end of the scale indicates maximum area compact (with least I/O) layout while the rightmost end
indicates large layout area (with full I/O). A typical
design objective is to arrive at an intermediate choice
between the two extremes ends.
Note that the leftmost end of the scale in Fig.5 compare to the objective behind H-tree layout [9] of binary
trees, while the rightmost extreme compare to the standard tree layout [5]. Along similar lines, we develop two

H&0nta(Gap

Figure 6: Generic Standard Quadtree Layout.
Figure 7 : Generic X-style Quadtree Layout.
generic layout strategies for the two extreme ends of
Fig.5. These layouts are for degree=6 or higher grids.
\Ve develop area, 1/0 equations for each. Then we
demonstrate how these two layouts can be mixed to
flexibly arrive a t intermediate design choices.
4.1

wk = 2 X wk-1 + g h , Lk = 2 X Lk-1 + g v l with
L2=2+g,, w2=2+g,.
The objective behind X-tree layout is to obtain maximum area compaction, a t the expense of 1 / 0 bandwidth. This layout requires 0 ( 4 k ) area, however I/o
bandwidth is sacrificed a t every level of recursive construction.

Standard layout (4k-k)

This layout is analogous to the standard tree layout
for binary tree. Idea behind this layout is to layout all
the leaf nodes of FQTk horizontally one after another.
2 k - ' leaf nodes in FQTk require a horizontal spacing
of the order 0 ( 2 k - ' ) . Internal nodes of FQTk are laid
out using vertical slots: involving a total of IC slots, one
for each level.
Fig.6 shows standard quadtree layout construction.
Smallest rectangular boxes indicate FQT, layout using which FQTj+l and FQT,+2 are constructed. Layo u t construction strategy is recursive: four independent layouts are placed horizontally one after another
and connected to a parent node. Connections from
child tree to the parent node are shown using straight
lines. which in a specific grid model would follow the
grid orientations. Depending on the underlying grid
pattern (i.e., the geometric flexibility of track orientations) certain horizontal (vertical) gap = g h (=g,) is
required. The layout dimensions follow:
1'Vk = 4 X w k - 1
3 X g h , Lk = Lk-1 -k gv 1 , with
L3=2+gU, w3=16+3Xgh.
Objective behind this layout style is t o maximize
1/0 bandwidth at the expense of area overhead. This
layout approach has all leaf PES along one horizontal
boundary, i.e., 100% 1/0 bandwidth. However, it involves O ( k x 4 k ) area.

+

4.2

5

Generic Layouts with Higher Order
Grids

We apply the two generic layout styles to hexagonal
(degree=6) and octagonal (degree=8) grids. In either
case, we develop expressions for L k , wk, lenk, A s k .
In addition, for X-layout we estimate the 1 / 0 bandwidth. Note that with standard layout 1 / 0 bandwidth
is maximum (100%).
X-layout follows a recursive construction, starting
with a default F Q T l base case. However, for smaller
heights (e.g., 3 or 4) it is area-economical to develop
compact, hand-generated layout patterns. The area
required by these tile patterns are less than the corresponding ( F Q T 3 or FQT4) X-layout generated starting
with L1=W1=l. This results in a constant factor area
improvement. Higher level FQTk ( k 2 3 ) construction follows identical recurrence relations for X-layout,
however, we start with base cise as one of these tile patterns [2]. Consequently, the constant factor improvement is continued a t all level of layout construction.

+

5.1

Hexagonal Grid

We have chosen a (degree=6) grid constructed using
three set of infinitely extending parallel lines: SI,S2
and S3. Lines in S1 are parallel to the x-axis. Lines
belonging to S:,( S 3 ) have a forward angle = t a n - ' ( 2 )
[(180" - t u n - ' ( 2 ) ) ] with those in SI. Note that our
hexagonal grid is different from the degree=6 grid used
in [ l ] .We have chosen a (degree=6) grid with infinitely
extendible characteristics without conforming to the
geometric definition of hexagonal grids.

X-layout

This layout is analogous to the H-tree layout for biliary tree [ 9 ] . The idea is to fold the layout in each level
and obtain area compaction. Fig.7 shows the recursive
layout construction method. Each smallest rectangle
denote a FQTj layout. Using four such layouts (placed
similar to the letter 'XI) we obtain a FQTj+l layout
and so on. Tree edges are shown using solid straight
lines, which in specific grid model would follow the grid
orientations. Let g h (g") denote the horizontal (vertical) gap required with respect to a specific underlying
grid. The layout dimensions follow:

5.1.1

Standard Layout

Fig.8 shows the standard layout for quadtree on a
hexagonal grid. Note t h a t , gh=o and g,=1. Thus we
77
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Figure 8: Standard Hexagonal Layout for Quadtree: a)
FQG, b) FQT4.
get: [ wk =
ever, a t the
unnecessary.
(with L3=4,
0

Figure 9: X-style Hexagonal Layout for Quadtree: a)
Base case F Q T 2 , b) Inductive construction, c) FQT4.

4 X wk-1 ] and [ L k = Lk-1 -k 2 1. HOWlowest level we notice that the gap g,, is
From these equations we obtain FQTk
W3=16) layout dimensions as:

Lk = 2k-2,

w
k

b)

a)

= 4k-1, Ak = (2k-2)4'-'

Figure 10: Area Efficient Base Tile Pattern for XLayout: a) Area = 5.5 x 6, b) Area = 4.5 x 7.

1 / 0 bandwidth = loo%, rate = I
5.1.2

for higher level X-layout constructions. Fig.lOa and
Fig.lOb show two tile patterns requiring layout dimensions as ( 5 . 5 x 6) and (4.5 x 7) respectively. These result
in area reduction by x (42/33). Area equations shown
above for X-layout would apply except for this constant
multiplier factor improvement. 1 / 0 bandwidth is also
similarly affected.

X Layout

Fig.9 shows X-layout for quadtree on hexagonal grid.
Fig.9b shows the basic mechanism of inductive layout
construction. Layout construction starts with a base
case: L2=3, W2=2 (Fig.9a). Fig.9c shows a larger construction, e.g., FQT4. Following the layout geometry
we notice g,, = 1 and g h = 2. These make the layout equations as: [ wk = 2 x Wk-1i-2 ] and [ Lk =
2 x Lk-l$l 1.
Let iok = number of leaf PES (in FQTk) with boundary access, and let borderk denote the number of leaf
PES in FQTk along one (of the four) layout boundaries. Then, iok = 4 x borderk - 4, since the corner
nodes are counted twice. From Fig.9a and Fig.9b we
have border2 = 2, borderi = 2 x borderi-1. The recurrence solves as borderk = 2 x 2'-' = 2k-'. Therefore,
i0k = 2k+'-4.
0

Lk = 2k-1, wk = 2"2, As
ienk = 2'-',

Ask =

I/O bandwidth =
5.1.3

&

%

5.2

Underlying octagonal grid is an infinitely extendible
graph with degree=$. Four sets of lines SI,Sz, S3 and
S, constitute the grid. Lines in set S1 are horizontal (i.e., along x-axis), lines in S, (S3 and S4) have a
forward angle = 45O (90" and 135") with those in SI.
Standard Layout and X-layout: Fig.11 shows
standard layout for quadtree using octagonal grid
model. Layout attributes for Fig.11 are identical to
those in Fig.8. Fig.12 shows X-layout for quadtree using octagonal grid model. Layout attributes for Fig.12
are identical to those in Fig.9.

4k

1, rate=]

X

22f-;4
=

2 2k 2+k1- 24

Octagonal Grid

5.2.1

'

Tile Layout Patterns

Following the X-layout pattern for octagonal grids,
FQT3 (FQT4) requires an area = (6 x 7) = 42 units [
(14 x 15) = 210 units I. In this subsection we develop

Tile Layout Patterns

X-layout starts with a base case as shown in Fig.9a.
Layout dimension for FQT3 is (6 x 7), i.e., an area
= 42 units. However, by hand-coding it is possible to
generate more area efficient tile layouts for FQT3. Similar strategies have been noted with binary tree layout
[2,18], where compact patterns for small height binary
trees are developed and used as base cases with recursive H-tree construction style. These tiles are used

MlZiha-mh
b)

Figure 11: Standard Octagonal Layout for Quadtree:
a) FQT3~ b) FQT'.
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1)

b)

C)

Figure 12: X-style Octagonal Layout for Quadtree: a)
Base case FQT2, b) FQT4, c) Inductive construction.

Figure 14: Quadtree Layout Mixing Strategies: a) Basic Tree, b) Single-stretch mixing, c) Recursive mixing.

Figure 13: Compact Tile Layout for Quadtree: a ) (5x5)
layout for FQT3, b) (4x7) layout for FQT3, c) (10x11)
layout for FQT4.
handcoded compact tile patterns for FQT3 and F Q T 4 .
These provide a constant factor area-improvement over
the generic X-layout. These tiles can be used with
higher level construction identical t o X-layout construction.
Fig.13a shows FQT3 layout using (4 x 7) = 28 unit
area (i.e., an area reduction factor = = 1.5). Fig.13b
shows another FQT3 layout using (5 x 5) = 25 unit area
(with reduction factor = %=1.68). Note that Fig.13b
is area minimum for FQT3 layout, since the later has 21
nodes and any further grid size reduction from (5 x 5)
would imply a smaller grid size than the number of
nodes in FQT3.
Using this (5 x 5) tile as FQT3 and X-style layout
construction, we can generate a FQT4 layout requiring
(12 x 11 = 132) layout area. F i g . 1 3 ~shows a handgenerat.ed compact tile layout for FQT4 requiring an
area = (10 x 11 = 110). This yields an additional area
advantage by a factor =
= 1.2. Note that with
respect to the generic X-layout (as shown in Fig.12)
this yields an area reduction factor =
= 1.9.

E

6

Area-1/0 Tradeoff

F i g 5 presented area-1/0 characteristic of standard
layout and X layout. T h e former excels in area compaction but sacrifices in I/O, while the latter maximizes 1 / 0 bandwidth at the expense of area overhead.
A typical layout design objective is to arrive a t an intermediate stage of these two extreme ends. To achieve
this, we mix the two layout strategies in a proportion
as required by the 1/0 bandwidth requirement and tolerable area overhead.
Similar trend can be noticed in binary tree layout
also. The two generic layout schemes for binary tree
79

(standard layout and H-layout) are mixed to arrive
a t intermediate design solutions. [3,7,14,17] proposed
single-stretch layout mixing style, i.e., having a continuous range of standard and then building H-layout on
top (or vice versa). Recursive (and fine grained) layout
mixing strategies have been proposed recently with an
order of magnitude improved performance [4].
This section develops dimensions for FQTk layout,
where Q levels of the tree are constructed using standard layout style and P (= k - Q ) levels are constructed
using X-layout style. First we use single-stretch layout mixing, e.g., constructing F Q T Q standard layout
as a basic block and using those as building elements
in F Q T p X-layoui construction. We estimate the I/O
bandwidth improvement and area overhead. Then, we
use recursive mixing strategy and obtain similar parameters towards layout dimensions. The idea is to
form a composite pattern of FQT,+, similar to the
single-stretch mixing strategy. Then we repeat this
pattern F times, where P = F x p and Q = F x q .
Fig.14 shows the idea behind these two strategies.

6.1

Layout Mixing

-

Single Stretch

Basic block: Basic building block in this scheme is
a standard layout for F Q T Q . Following the equations
for layout dimensions in Section 5.1.1 (and also 5.2)
we have: [ LQ = 2 9 - 3 , WQ = 4Q-1 3. Note that all
4Q-1 leaf nodes are available along one boundary of
the layout. We treat this F Q T Q layout as a tile for
higher level X-layout construction.
Higher level X-layout c o n s t r u c t i o n : We construct a F Q T p using the basic block FQTQ layout (described above) as leaf nodes. The recurrence relations
over layout length (width) remains unchanged, however, in this case the base case becomes FQTQ layout
with [ LQ = 2Q-2, WQ = 4Q-1 1. Similarly, the basic
block F Q T Q layout has 4Q-1 leaf nodes along one particular border. Every higher level quadtree construction using X-layout style doubles the number of leaf
blocks along two horizontal layout boundaries. Solving
these we obtain:

W Q +=~2' x ( 2 2 Q - 2 + 1 ) - 2, which is 0 ( 2 P + 2 Q ) .

Figure 15: Area-1/0 Tradeoff using Single-stretch Layout Mixing Strategy.
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Figure 16: Overall Performance using Single-stretch
Layout Mixing Strategy.
0

LQ+P = ( Q - 1) x 2' - 1, which is O(Q x 2').

0

borderg+p = 22Q+P-1 + 2'+'

- 4.

Note that the choice of Q (and hence P ) from a
given tree height k is guided by the 1/0 bandwidth
requirement. Higher 1/0 requirement leads to larger
value of Q. Fig.15 shows different choices of Q for
FQT1o and the corresponding layout dimensions along
with the available 1/0 bandwidth.
\Ve mark the pure X-layout as basis for areaoverhead and I/O-improvement comparison. Mixing
Standard layout increases the area overhead and prc+
vides added 1/0 bandwidth. For each design choice, we
compute the area-overhead as the ratio of layout area
to the basis layout area (pure X-layout). Similarly, we
estimate the I/O-improvement factor as the ratio of
current layout boundary 1/0 to the layout boundary
1/0 available a t the basis X-layout. Then, we develop
a composite metric: 'IO/A' = a r e a :erhead
rouemen' ' Fig'
16 shows these metrics.

6.2

Layout Mixing

- Recursive

Let X,(a x b) [STm(ax b)] denote a function indicating height-n quadtree layout construction using
X-layout [Standard layout] style using ( U x b ) layout as
basic block (i.e., as a leaf). Then the above singlestretch layout mixing strategy can be described as
L a Y O U t s i n g l e s t r e t c h m i o e d = X P ( sTQ(1 x 1) ). Let F be
an integer such that P = F x p and Q = F x q . Then
the idea behind F Q T ~ + Qconstruction using recursive
layout mixing can be described as:
L a y O Z l l r e c u r s i u e l y m i I e d = Xp( sTq( Xp( sTq( .... (
X,( ST,(1 x 1) ) ) ) ) ) ), where the recurrence is
repeated F times.
It can be shown that the boundary 1 / 0 obtained
using single-stretch layout mixing is the same in
L a y o u t r e c u r s i u e l y m i x e d , provided the values of P and
Q remain the same in either cases, However, the area
needed by Layoutrecurs,uely
m i x e d is reduced by a factor F compared to the L a y o u t S i n g i e s t r e t c h m a z e d . This
implies that (1) the same I/O bandwidth enhancement
can be done using the recursive style with an order of
magnitude (to F ) reduced area-overhead, ( 2 ) the areaoverhead (i.e., price paid) for a certain additional 1 / 0
bandwidth (i.e., benefit) is F times less if the recursive
layout mixing style is used.
Above claims regarding the benefits of recursive layout construction have been proved ;'GI [4] for binary tree
layout. The proofs can be augmented for quadtree l a y out also in a similar manner establishing O(F ) improvement. Our focus in this paper is to derive the layout dimensions for recursively mixed style. Then we compare
its performance with the single-stretch layout dimensions. Note that the 1 / 0 bandwidth of the recursively
mixed layout would be identical to the rightmost column in Fig.15 (proof in [4]). Thus, we do not compare
the boundary 1 / 0 of both the approaches. We demoristrate the area advantages only. Following X-layout
and standard layout construction styles, we have
X P ( ax b ) =

0

The above layout mixing strategy uses one continuos stretch of standard layout style followed by another
continuous stretch of X-layout style. This resembles a
coarse grain layout mixing. T h e idea behind recursive
layout mixing is to mix these two layout styles a t a
finer grain and then repeat the composite layout pattern until the desired tree-height is obtained. This idea
w a s introduced [4] in the context of binary tree layout
resulting in an order of improvement in layout area.
\Ve apply similar concept with X-layout for quadtree
and demonstrate the advantages.
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[2p

x

a

+ 2p

-

11 x [ 2 P x b

+ 2P+!

-

21
STp(u x b ) = [ a
x [ 2 2 P x b]

+ 2 x p] x

[ 4 P x b]

=

[a

+ 2 x JJ]

*.

+

A generic recurrence equation [
=mx b<-~ n j
with Vo=l solves as VF = mF + R x
We use this
result in proving the area advantage of the recursive
layout scheme. From the above two relations, we have
X p ( STq( a x b ) ) = [ 2 p ( a + 2q + 1)-11 x [ 2 P ( ( 2 2 q x
b ) 2 ) - 21
Let li (wi)denote the layout length (width) after ith level of recurrence using the Xi( Sq ( a x b ) ) coiiiposite pattern. Then the following recurrences hold for
Ii (wi)

+

general tree structures (with kz or k2-1 branching factor) have been proposed 111, which can be used for
quadtree layout ( k 2 ) . But to our knowledge VLSI
embedding and related issues for quadtree has not
been considered. This paper proposes several layout
schemes for VLSI embedding of quadtree using grid
model. Three different grids (rectangular, hexagonal
and octagonal) are considered. In each case, we derive layout attributes (e.g. , dimensions, pipeline delay
factor). Finally, this paper focuses on 1 / 0 bandwidth
of quadtree layout and proposes two different layout
mixing strategies for enhanced 1 / 0 bandwidth.

Figure 17: Overall Performance Comparison: FQTk
Layout .
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In the single stretch strategy, we have p = P , q = Q
and F = 1. This yields LP+Q = 2'(1
2Q
1) 1, which nearly equals 2Q x 2p. Similarly, WP+Q.=
2' x (2'Q 2). For recursively mixed layout, solving
the above recurrences we get

+

+

+

+

= (2p)F (qx2p+i+2p-1)x o
'-l% 2p +
2r-1
2p(F-1)(qX2p+1+2p-l) x 2p + 2 P x ( q x 2 + 1 )
=2px(1+qx2+1)=2px(2q+2).
IF

Therefore, ratio of layout lengths of single-stretch
mixed and recursively mixed styles can be computed
as Lp+q
Z P x 2Q+1
IF

Similarly, ratio of layout widths of sinale-stretch
mixed and recursively mixed styles can be computed
as
Now, from the above expressions for Wp+Q
and W F , we observe that both are greater than 2p+2Q
but less than 2 x 2p+2Q. Hence, their ratio must be 5
2.
In other words, the recursively mixed layout has
length O(F)times shorter and width within a factor of
2 in comparison to the single-stretched mixed layout.
Thus, layout area of the former is F times smaller than
the latter. This proves our claim regarding area advantage of the recursively mixed layout compared to the
single-stretched mixed layout. Since, both the layouts
have identical 1/0 bandwidth, the former is an order
(to the degree of recurrence) of magnitude improved
version of the latter.
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Quadtree d a t a structure is popular in many applications and interconnection network using 4-ary tree
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